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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, August 04, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWU5 513-6s   -3-2 4336 24753 +461 Basis MWU: NQ +35 +95/+110 +275 

MWZ5 531-0s   -3-2 3218 18829 +198 Info:   cars cars/train cars 

MWH6 548-0s   -4-2 1388 9764 -102 Change:  up 15/dn 12 dn 5/dn 20 up 25 

MWK6 559-6s   -3-6 361 4456 +91 Mpls Truck:  -35 +15 +40 

MWN6 570-0s   -3-6 269 2513 -1 Portland Aug-MWU Sep-MWU Oct-MWZ Nov-MWZ 

MWU6 577-0s   -3-6 52 549 +138 14%proBasis  +80/+100 +80/+100 +85/+105 +90/+110 

Totals:   9,624 61,089 +795  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,563 Options: 109 

Receipts on the Floor:   
146 cars and 3 trains 

Implied vols: flat 
U: 24%, Z: 23, H 22% 

HRS basis was mixed. Protein spreads are narrowing. There are 722 
outstanding warehouse receipts registered for delivery.  

Commentary: 
Corn and soybeans staged a modest recovery but wheat fell 3-5 cents, giving back yesterday’s intraday 
rally off the lows. MW-W and KW-W staged a meager bounce after the recent pummeling.  
 
Spring wheat should continue to struggle as harvest picks up for what we expect to be a 595-600 
million bushel crop, the largest since 1996. Expect both MW-W and MW-KW intermarket premiums to 
struggle through harvest, as is seasonally normal. The function of the market will be to buy demand and 
to incentivize the country to store spring wheat instead of bringing it to market. Competition from 
cheaper spring wheat should also pressure HRW cash values. There were 18 cars of 50% new crop 
spring wheat on the spot floor today from Forest River, ND. Protein spreads are narrowing as early 
harvest reports have indicated better than expected protein. However, yields have also been 
monstrous, which would normally suggest below-average protein. It is too early to know and frankly the 
crop is so large that there will be plenty of everything. Duluth stocks were shocking today, showing an 
increase of 2.6 million bushels for the week. Delivery stocks now stand at 19.35 million, the second 
highest ever for this week behind 2010, 9 million bushels above year ago levels, and 9 million above 
the average for this week. Note that the post-harvest high in Duluth stocks the last three years has only 
been 20-21 million and that the Aug-Sep increase is typically 6-10 million. Harvest movement will strain 
storage capacity at delivery terminals this year. The historically large managed money net short 
position in MW is supporting the U/Z spread as we approach the more active fund roll window over the 
next two weeks, with firm trade today from -17 ½ to -16 ¼ vs. full storage of 21 ¼ cents. However, with 
700+ receipts on the street, cash far below futures, and widespread harvest activity just a couple weeks 
away, we expect deliveries against MWU unless U/Z trades storage plus interest. There is also minimal 
risk to the warehouse that an end user will stop and load out delivery stocks in Kansas, and we expect 
to see deliveries against KWU unless U/Z trades out to about -25, which is 90% of storage.  
 
Today was day 1 of the 5-day DB roll and we saw 3,300 WU-WN trade from -20 down to -24. WH/WN 
at 9-10 carry is cheap relative to spot cash values and to the WU/WZ spread, which appears to be 
primarily a range trade while OI liquidates. The major commodity index rolls start on Friday and next 
Wednesday is the August crop production report. US national corn yield will be the major driver of price 
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action for the report and early trade estimates appear to be all over the map, from 160 to 168. Recent 
hot and dry weather has significantly reduced production prospects in EU and Ukraine so US 
production is especially critical to world trade this year. The US all wheat balance sheet is growing 
more burdensome with the bumper spring wheat crop and there is a real risk that managed money 
rebuilds a large net short position in wheat.  
 
--Austin Damiani 


